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About This Game

VR Designs has been reinforced with designer Cameron Harris to create a new never-seen-before wargaming experience:
Decisive Campaigns: Barbarossa.

This revolutionary eastern front wargame covers the German invasion of the Soviet Union in 1941. It blends the latest
evolution of the Decisive Campaigns hex and counter engine with deep narrative, RPG-style people management and in-depth

semi-randomized decision systems.

You are in full operational command.
Can you make the right decisions to turn the tide of war?

Features

Command a true operational structure. Can you balance and prioritise three different Theatres in order to achieve
your objective?

Are you able to work within a Command Hierarchy with both Superiors and Subordinates in an environment where
strategy and politics often conflict?

Focus on what’s important, ignore what isn’t and execute a winning strategy in order to overcome a take-no-prisoners
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AI. Or a devious meat brain.

Set Army postures, assign Theatre based Artillery, allocate Tactical Air Support and order your Theatre
Commanders to provide specialised battalions and staff assets to the Panzergruppe or Army of your choice. Don’t be
upset if they refuse.

Detailed mechanical breakdown, mileage and fatigue systems. Realistic climatic model. Every degree below zero
matters. Experience the effects on men and machines of severe frostbite and blizzards. How far are you willing to push
them? Pull a Panzergruppe out of the line for a refit or rest an Army. Do you maintain your Blitzkrieg or throttle back to
a more sustained offensive posture to conserve fuel?

Deal with the Dark side of the war. Trade ethics off against operational imperatives. Answer to a War Crimes
Tribunal if you lose. Or order both sides to observe the Geneva Convention and fight a gentleman’s war.

Can you stand up to the Führer? Are you willing to put it all on the line, demand Military Independence, and risk
being fired? Or would you prefer to toe the line and support the Führer in whatever goal he is currently fixated upon?

Receive a detailed High Command assessment of your Command Potential each turn. You’re being watched and
evaluated. Pour over a comprehensive breakdown of all your activity at game end.

Experience a realistic combat engine developed and fine tuned over many years and three previous games. One that
takes into account hundreds of variables and is optimised for eastern front warfare.

Fight to get winter clothing and equipment for your men. Argue with Göring over fuel allocations. Order your individual
Divisions to report their status. Fifty different stats and values are tracked for each.

Watch as your logistical pipelines visibly stretch across the vastness of Russia behind your hard driving Panzer columns
as they thrust and encircle. Decide when to order a temporary shutdown and relocate your Forward Supply Bases
forward. Horde your precious truck columns and hope that your locomotives can cope with the washouts, collisions,
partisans, lack of signals, poor quality tracks and frozen water pipes typical of the Ostfront. Order the Luftwaffe to fly
emergency resupply missions when it all goes wrong.

Swap sides and play the part of a ruthless Soviet dictator, backed into a corner, armed only with a rusty knife. Is
your pathological urge to win enough to overcome your inner demons and redeem yourself by stopping the world’s most
professional, undefeated, army from kicking down the gates of Moscow? Recall who left those gates unlocked in the
first place?

Be prepared to shoot your Marshals. Fling your troubleshooters from one crisis to the next. Hope that they don’t get
delayed enroute. Ruthlessly feed your Conscript armies into the meat grinder, trading time and space, desperately
holding on for Rasputitsa and the depths of winter. Prioritise one Front over others. Gather your Siberians and push back
hard.

Take charge of a solidly researched Historical OOB that covers a wide range of unit types and nationalities but one
that keeps the unit count manageable and enables the game to be played in days, not weeks.
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A deep, immersive, game experience with reduced micromanagement. Make tough, meaningful, decisions with
difficult trade offs by just one click.

Rather than providing a long list of rinse and repeat scenarios there is a single, hand crafted, campaign that has
significant depth and is designed for extensive replayability.

Operation Barbarossa. The largest military conflict in history. June ‘41 to February ‘42. Hitler’s attempt to tear
out the Soviet jugular. Divisional scale. 30km hexes. 4 day turns.

Above all, experience the myriad, conflicting, challenges of OPERATIONAL COMMAND in a no holds barred,
knock down fight.
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This game is so freaking funny...the problem? I think they are meant to be taken seriously 0.0

The gameplay is boring, the writing is bad, the directing is bad the advice is terrible and the game is just pretty pointless. I
wouldn't waste your money on it unless you're looking for a good laugh like I did. I did a video of it on m YouTube Channel in
case you want to take a look at the gameplay (Link below) But otherwise, don't bother. That's why I'm here getting my refund as
well.

It's funny...but pointless and not worth the money lol.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=00eMPC1uOQY. Epic puzzle game, have unique way.
Hard to understand and master, challenging game but it addictive also.
Game has high quality soundtracks.. Brilliant! the only thing I think needs updating is when you call in the emergency seviced
were you right click somewhere and they go there so we just don't have to go to the same place again and again!. Wow, this was
completely unexpected to be honest. Artifex Mundi is a name I associate with highly polished if somewhat formulaic HOG
games with suitably dodgy voice acting, but with My Brother Rabbit they have finally stepped outside of the box they built for
themselves. The result is by far the best game they've ever produced. Disregard everything you think you know about HOG
games, because this is a beautiful evolution of the genre which at its core is about finding things hidden in a scene. What makes
My Brother Rabbit different is the approach; there is no dialog, so no scope for utterly dire voice acting, the artwork is a
mixture of coloured sketching that tells the story between chapters, and an exaggerated, whimsical cartoon style where the main
game takes place. Each scene is packed full of details and humour, clicking on various things produces irreverent animations
and sound effects. It reminds me of something that Amanita Design might make, with a touch of Monty Python's mad
contraptions.

Each chapter involves finding a succession of objects of a specific type to solve a particular puzzle, taking place over a handful
of screens that slowly open up as you solve more puzzles. It neatly avoids the tiresome HOG convention of constantly having
your progress barred by yet another half-broken object to fix by using a neat mechanic which indicates which scenes have a
piece that you're looking for (either in plain view, or hidden behind another puzzle). It helps that it doesn't take itself remotely
seriously. I mean it's not really a HOG game at all, but you can see its ancestry.

The story is a simple one, but the music, animation and overall style sells it with just the right tone. The ending is perhaps a little
brief, and I was sad when the journey was over, but that's perhaps the best compliment. There are also a few bonus
achievements for playing along with the world.. Very good game. played for around 15hrs. I really enjoyed. Fun, even after all
these years, which I can't say about the TFE or TSE, even in their "remastered" form.. Pretty cool sim, got it on sale.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9CYxWkQ_NyM. I remember playing Farm Frenzy 1 on my PDA a couple of years ago

This is a must have!
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I've played the VR experience first, and then watched the short film, and neither really impressed me.
Too short, too much talk, too little suspense. I'm not sure what you're supposed to feel, if anything, but it didn't work for me.. I
loved this game as much as I liked the previous two. The way the story is told is very amusing and the illustrations are very cute.
I really recommend you playing this game!. I liked the first and I enjoy this one even more. This game series has a certain charm
to it, which is why I'm so fond of it. The workshop tie-in was was also a good idea. I hope this game series recieves more
attention in the future.

"Your character is a cheap rip-off of a hairy hobbit toe and is confused by my long, firm staff, put that in your pipe and smoke
it!"
  -Gan..er..The Greasy Wizard 2k17. its serious.. Nice music and gameplay , it's good ! 9.5\/10 !. This game is not worth the $20
price tag, not even close. I wouldn't even play this game if it was F2P. The management system is wierd and unintuitive, you
literally stare at a text and hit "next day" over and over... The battles are... pathetically boring. The battles are turn based... and
super ♥♥♥♥ing slow... suuuuper boring. I can get past the management system, but what the hell is this combat.

TL;DR: do not buy.... not worth the time or money. For $20 you get a game that's smaller than 500 megabites.... Pretty simple
game, it's fun. For $20 bucks it ain't too bad. I wish it had more tanks and maybe more map detail. But like I said for 20 bucks
it's entertaining enough, especially if you like World War 2 games.. Wow,it legit works.
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